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In the early hours of February 24, 2022,
Russia invaded Ukraine. Vladimir Putin refuses
to call it war - he says before that it is a “Special
Operation” to “denazify” Ukraine.
Since the beginning of this war, more than
7 million Ukrainians have left their homes.
According to the UN, more than 5 million have
even had to flee Ukraine.
The photographs in this exhibition show
a conflict that has not yet ended. This war in
central Europe has become part of the routine,
but it must not fall by the wayside, as if it were
banal to see men, women and children dying daily,
victims of the bombing, in their cities, towns
and villages, 4,000 km from Portugal.
In addition to trying to show what is being
lived in Ukraine, this exhibition also seeks
to be a call for reflection and awareness.
By June 15, the UN had confirmed the deaths
of more than 4,000 Ukrainian civilians, almost
300 of whom are children and young people.
This is the work that the photojournalist
João Porfírio has developed, for Observador
newspaper, since the first day of the conflict and
for 75 days in several cities in Ukraine such as
Kyiv, Bucha, Irpin, Borodianka, Hostomel, Kharkiv,
Mykolaiv, Odessa, Lviv and Zaporizhzhya.
WWW.JOAOPORFIRIO.COM
@JOAOPORFIRIO
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A child cries as he leaves
Lviv train station towards
Poland and says goodbye
to his father. The men
aged between 18 and 60
years were prevented from
leaving Ukrainian territory
due to Martial Law.
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Thousands of women,
children and men tried for
several hours to take place
(most often standing) on
trains leaving Ukraine. This
woman, who holds her son
on a flight of stairs, canned
among hundreds of other
people, had been at this
location for another 12 hours
trying to get on the train.
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Lydmila Kisilova buries her
husband for the second
time. The body stayed on
the doorstep for five days
until the Russians made a
grave and buried it in the
backyard. Now, this woman
finally can bury her husband
in the Bucha cemetery
alongside her daughter
and granddaughter.
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Started to live in a pizzeria,
in a secret location, from
where they set off on
dangerous missions in
police cars and would be
ready to kill the Russians
entering the capital.
This is Sophia, the war
veterans’ platoon in Kyiv.
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Despite the departure of
Russian troops from the
Kyiv region (Bucha and
Irpin) the destruction
range was still visible. So
much so that there were
many completely charred
bodies of Russian military
personnel that remained
inside the destroyed tanks.
Body collection teams
continue to search and
store bodies of enemy
servicemen, and then the
authorities try to exchange
them for bodies of Ukrainian
military personnel.
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At the sound of air
raid sirens, the only
safe place for people
to protect themselves
was the bunkers. Father
Vladislav (on the right
of the image) in the
basement of the church
where two dozen people
sleep who have nowhere
to go due to the intense
bombings in Kharkiv.
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All these sites are civilian
buildings, without any
military use, that have been
bombed. In the images
there are schools, municipal
buildings, theatres and
administrative offices of
Ukrainian companies.
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Andriivka, a small village of
2,000 inhabitants, is just
over 70 kilometres from
central Kyiv. Before they
left this village, Russian
troops destroyed all or
part of the houses.
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Vova, a 13-year-old boy, is
another of the young survivors
of the war hospitalised in
March at the children’s
hospital in the Ukrainian
capital. He was heading to
Kyiv train station on February
26, along with his parents,
aunt, sister, a friend of his
mother, the dog and the
family cat. Two checkpoints
passed, but on the third
began a firefight that riddled
the car with bullets and hit
all the occupants. His father
died at the scene. Vova was
transported urgently to the
hospital with injuries to his
neck, spine and leg. He’s
undergone three surgeries
and restored his teeth, but he
hasn’t been able to walk again.
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Because of the lack of space
inside Bucha’s morgue - a city
where more than 400 bodies
of civilians were found dead
in the street and in mass
graves - the corpses are
left for hours in the street,
in the sun and the heat.
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During the first weeks of
the Russian invasion of
Ukraine, Lviv train station
was the escape point to
other countries in Europe.
Thousands of people left
that station every day
towards Poland - and from
there to other countries
in Europe and the world.

Checkpoints have come to
dominate the landscape on
the roads a bit throughout
Ukraine. Always with more
than three men per shift,
that’s where they feed and
sleep, always with a gun
to their shoulders, ready
to inspect any vehicle,
looking for enemies.

A cruise missile from Russian
troops is intercepted in the
air of Kyiv by the capital’s
anti-aircraft defence.

In the back of Bucha’s small
morgue are left dozens of
bodies, inside bags in the
open, until they reach the
forklift that will take them
to the refrigerated truck, to
be identified by the families.
These bodies are mostly
of people who have been
exhumed from backyards
or public gardens.
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Andriivka, a small village
on the outskirts of Kyiv,
was entirely controlled by
Russian troops for more
than 30 days. Before
destroying it, they used
Heorgii’s house to live
during the occupation and
to store war material.
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An image of Our Lady of
Fatima in Kharkiv’s main
Catholic church, which at
this time, instead of hosting
religious celebrations,
is used to store material
given by various countries
around the world.
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The outskirts of Kharkiv,
Ukraine’s second-largest
city, have been under
constant fire since the
first day of the war. One of
the city’s main highways,
which is just 30 kilometres
from the Russian border,
is completely destroyed.

Volodymyr Zelensky, president
of Ukraine, never left the
country despite being the
target of several assassination
attempts in the early days of
the war. He surrounds himself
with a giant safety device,
whether on trips abroad or
inside the Bankova Palace.
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Sasha, 32, was a Marine in
the Ukrainian army and died
four days after telling his
girlfriend, “Let’s call each
other husband and wife.”
He died on March 15, hit by
the Russians. The funeral
ceremony brought together
his platoon comrades, who
left the front to come and
deliver the body to the
family and say goodbye.
“We apologise for not being
able to protect your child”,
the group’s leader tells his
mother. “Take care of you”,
was the answer heard.
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The lack of drinking water
in the city of Mykolaiv
caused despair to increase
daily. The Russian troops
destroyed the water
reservoir that supplied that
city in southern Ukraine.
Volunteers from other
cities, such as Odessa,
began to distribute the
water to the population.
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Women with children
had priority to flee the
country. It was mandatory
to show the passport
to get on the train.
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